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Architects of the Future
Freedom or serfdom is the choice now facing humanity

Many people would like to live in freedom and respectfully choose their path in life as their Creator 
intended. They also sense that political domination and control seriously inhibit that choice today 

through regulatory imposts, which have markedly increased over the past four years. Many people claim 
to be awake. They have made banners and marched in tens of thousands, while some have given public 
addresses, generally to little avail. Freedom groups have arisen with the hope that corporate control that 
has overrun the government can be removed and normality restored. But that, too, is flawed. Had any 
past political structure upheld and protected people’s rights and freedoms as it should, the world would 
not have plummeted towards destruction. Authoritative top-down rule has presided over the world for 
centuries, and because no one considers any alternative possible, none is sought. The source of this 
global problem is twofold.

1. French Philosopher Jean Jacques Rousseau — said in the mid 1700s. “While freedom is a fact of 
nature, people should be taught to consider that it is dangerous; whereby they ought to sacrifice their 
individual nature to the artificial condition of citizenship. Furthermore, natural persons should 
become artificial persons, that is, citizens —wittingly or unwittingly—willingly, or by legal 
compulsion.” Humanity has never learned the first seven words but has swallowed the remainder, 
hook, line and sinker.

2. Until 2017, human consciousness was, and predominantly still is, considered ‘awareness’ only. 
Psychologists and neuroscientists freely admit they do not know what consciousness is or how it 
works. So, how can you use your precious abilities or avert mental corruption?

‘Aggression’ is dangerous, while ‘freedom’ profits people and repudiates dictatorial rule. Conscious 
inability seemingly conceals that distinction. Is it any surprise that governments prescribe our actions 
upfront through statutes and legislation and browbeat our acceptance with terms like the 'rule of law' 
and 'no one is above the law?’ Most people comply with government regulations to avoid punishment. 
When their subconscious mind accepts their decision as their most valued preference and emotionally 
rewards their actions, they are subconsciously coerced into endorsing authoritarian rule without realising 
it. Unsurprisingly, many people perceive governments as providing comfort and security. Thus, they 
accept domination and control without questioning it.

Fortunately, the (now known) conscious process wipes the slate clean and informs what people need to 
learn. Suppose we are to write a new constitution successfully. In that case, we must know what our 
conscious process teaches concerning freedom and thus realise why we should not reinvent socialism, 
communism, democracy, republicanism, or some other pretence.

The commonly accepted premise that an authoritative minority must rule humanity, has never been 
challenged throughout man's entire history. Thus, people believe that our best choice going forward is to 
revitalise the government even though its failure allowed corporate interference, causing people to suffer 
or even die while those in power profit from unspeakable crimes against humanity. Institutional 
dominance grows unrestrained, including "pretend laws,” while authoritarian rule becomes increasingly 
oppressive, unjust, and tyrannical. 

It's not the people’s fault necessarily. They are not ignorant in the main. However, they "cannot know 
what is not known," which is what the word 'nescience' (ness-see-ence) means.
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Fortunately, the conscious process is known today. Its guiding truth and morality help us grasp our 
productive and creative power and thus divorce it from coercion and threats of physical force. And that's 
our green light to a magnificent future for the human  species. Ayn Rand wrote—

“Ideas cannot be fought except by means of better ideas. The battle consists not of opposing, but of 
exposing; not of denouncing, but of disproving; not of evading, but of boldly proclaiming a full, 
consistent and radical alternative.”

Nothing is more necessary or radical than a commitment to values, reason and truth. And there’s the 
secret. Our conscious process thrives on values, and by so doing, it unites physicality with spirituality 
and our soul. Truth is recognising reality, not its creation, which holds for society. It must correlate the 
facts of human nature with the societal structure to serve the people truthfully. 

Once we understand that our human conscious process radically differs from all other life forms, we 
learn of twenty (immutable) governing laws bestowed by our Creator. They enable us to live, thrive, and 
prosper in free, peaceable societies absent all authoritarian rule, fully protected from all harm and evil. 
None of these laws rule over us. They greatly benefit us. When people conclusively grasp that intrinsic 
natural law is not primarily about arresting crime but greatly assists their physical, mental, emotional, 
and spiritual emancipation, they will have advanced more in two seconds than humanity has in two 
centuries. 

Had we been taught that we are all born into the jurisdiction of life, we would have recognised that those 
like Rousseau, who advocate a society structured on the premise of death, have freely chosen to refute 
their (born) nature. Does that realisation point to a constructive ‘Constitution’ lawfully upholding 
freedom? Damn right, it does, and to the exclusion of all else! Overcoming tyrannical rule is eminently 
doable, now, just by you standing on two feet and using your mind.

Governments have long proven to protect themselves, often to people’s detriment. In all their institutions 
and legal courts, any ‘official’ pretending to be a fictional legal entity (absent hands, ears, and voice) 
confesses by uttering just one word that they are a living man or woman, legally playacting in outright 
refusal of their born nature. The more they voice their politico/legal authority, the louder their 
confession. They have freely chosen to relinquish the state of nature into which they were born – the 
jurisdiction of life. By so doing, they publicly confess they are unfit to hold public office of any kind, and 
further, all their statutes, legislations and constitutions are invalid – void. Legalising fiction as though it 
is real invalidates it.

The Nuremberg trials established that perpetrators of harmful action are responsible and accountable 
regardless of the higher authority or military chain of command that ordered it. Nothing would have 
happened had they not chosen. All who govern your (so-called) strawman, a dead fictional entity bearing 
your plagiarised name, have voluntarily relinquished the supremacy of life in favour of a death premise, 
thereby confessing their politico/legal structure is inapplicable to you and has no lawful life-protecting 
foundation whatsoever. We do not need to plead deliverance from their legal system. They have 
voluntarily exited our lawful jurisdiction of life, into which they, too, were born. Accordingly, all such 
pretenders, charlatans and imposters are challenged to defend their authority in 'life' terms, not ‘legal’ 
terms, or butt out.

That leaves us free to seize, respect, enact, and protect freedom. But omit one of those four initiatives, 
and all is lost. That is the sole mission of ‘Protectures,’ which lawfully replaces governments. In a 
Protecture society, we exercise our right to self-mastery and justly protect the same rights and freedoms 
for all others. It's that simple, provided that community services like fire, ambulance, road maintenance, 
waste disposal and other protections remain.

All who step outside the law are outlaws. By freely relinquishing their right to freedom, they bring natural 
justice to bear on themselves. Their action-confessed guilt testifies they accept responsibility to remedy 
or restore the natural order. No judge must rule against them because they have already ruled against 
themselves. Natural justice (then) steers offenders back to an ethic-based morality. 
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The beauty is that no government can deny a Protecture founded on the supremacy of life, or else it 
denies life, which instantly cancels that denial. Life's intrinsic protection is an exceedingly powerful, 
lawful tool no one has previously considered. Its divine source is 'natural justice.’ Either we learn to 
implement intrinsic natural law and profit thereby, or we ignore it, and sociopaths profit.

People must be taught that “freedom is indeed a fact of nature” and that authoritarian rule in defiance of 
nature, as Rousseau offered, is “aggression,” a crime against humanity! Only then can a lawful 
Constitution be written! Its mission is to protect people’s rights and freedoms from all trespass, 
usurpation, coercion, rule and violence. That done, your independence and freedom are assured, 
provided you respect the equal rights of all others to live likewise. Their freedom guarantees yours. This 
radical new undertaking flies in the face of every form of societal control witnessed in recorded history, 
and the beauty is that personal and societal benefits fly off the charts when practised.

Natural justice prevails because individuals who indulge in ethical or unethical thoughts cannot harm 
anyone but themselves. Morality and justice emerge as they express their moral (or immoral) stature 
through actions. Everyone is the author of their expressed morality and is fully accountable. Self-reliant 
people are self-focused. They master their abilities, minds, ambitions, imagination, values, thoughts, 
actions, and emotions. They exemplify respect and morality for all others because these sovereign people 
apply life values such as diligence, discipline, courage, and integrity, all in pursuit of practical, moral, 
and spiritual thriving. They accept full responsibility and liability for their actions. Every mental and 
emotional reward signifies success. Skills of personal excellence, mental acuity and spiritual 
accomplishment testify to their advancement. Joy and happiness are their rewards.

Perfection is not demanded. Instead, an exemplary attitude toward life, a spiritual mindedness resulting 
in ethical thought, leading to just actions and behaviour, and a will to decisively correct errors should 
they occur are required. These people set their desires, ambitions, and values on human nature and life, 
rightfully and lawfully establishing that any challengers must refer any dispute to their Creator. 

Peace-loving, organic societies are possible, and nature urges that we do so. Many individuals will unite 
to institute such societies. The Protectures they institute will ensure that no political instrument may ever 
deny, control, usurp, brutalise, force, coerce or confiscate anyone's mind, no matter what political, 
authoritarian, legal, off-world or bloodline they may claim! As our source creator determined, the human 
mind is inviolate, and our nature permits no excuse or exception.

Humanity now has the solution it yearns for, specifically, a new Constitution, a Declaration of 
Independence, and a Charter of Individual Rights. These Constitutional documents have all been drafted 
within ‘Nature’s Providence’—the title of my fourth book. Thus, the stage is set for 'Protectures' to replace 
legal/politico governments lawfully, and that mission for humanity is increasingly urgent.

"Unless all created equal unequivocally ensure their unalienable right to life and inalienable right to 
property against all cancellation, violation, or usurpation, they will have no rights, no freedom, and no 
life.”

Such importance cannot be overstated, but it must be emphasized that protectures and authoritarian 
governments are incompatible. No hybrid is possible; any more than life can blend with death. A 
poisoned root is poisoned foliage. Unless unalienable rights and freedoms are specifically instituted and 
protected, they remain impotent and beyond reach.

Life must be held sacrosanct and protected, or it falls prey to rule as it is today. Either we advance beyond 
measure or apathetically ignore our born rights and suffer. Our nature informs us that we do not need 
legislation and statute laws, especially since “no mind can rule another.” Our Creator's blessing is that 
we thrive and fly on wings we never dreamt of. But nothing will eventuate until people joyfully accept 
their gift of respectful freedom. These newly revealed natural laws are intrinsic, especially for our great 
benefit, but we must make them happen. That is why we have free will and why sociopaths categorically 
refuse it, as did Rousseau.
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An organic society must not only appear superior, but it must surpass all past in all respects. Nothing will 
change while the ‘collective’ mindset continually disavows our independence and the natural laws of 
our being, allowing tyrants to herd, brand, corral, and whip us as social animals. Jeremy Locke’s book, 
“End of All Evil” explains–

“a perfect revolution is a revolution where all of the blood paid for freedom is paid by tyrants; and 
where none is paid by the innocent.”

Protectures are that remedy. Our task is not harmful revolt but to markedly change humanity's mindset 
from ‘authoritarian rule’ to ‘self-mastery,’ self-governance, and personal sovereignty, where intrinsic 
natural law and natural justice govern the consequences of our actions, absent prior prescription or 
dictates, leaving all dissenters to their chosen demise. Only that will secure our freedom from all forms 
of devised authoritarian statutes, taxes and legislation that presently prescribe our course upfront and 
punish non-compliance.

America’s founders trashed the concept of rule in favour of independence, individual rights and freedom 
to make America the nation it became. Sadly, they omitted that protection must itself be protected. That 
fact is crucial to freedom’s success, and its reminder offers a perfect lesson for Australians to instrument 
Protectures at state and national levels. 

Nothing denies their unalienable right to express their freedom from corruption that increasingly assails 
them at every turn. By declaring their very nature personally and societally and knowing and practising 
the virtues entrusted to them as Creator’s ambassadors, they will win decisively against all evil on 
nature’s terms. No dissent is possible by any without them confessing intended trespass.

Australians have a lawful path to an illustrious future, bathed in freedom backed by our Creator. 
Expressing gratitude for their deliverance, they will move forward as blessedly intended and be the first 
country to stamp 'freedom' on the world map.

Will Australia accept that mission by utilising our Creator's gifts? 

Will you be an architect of the future? 

Or will another group or nation step up to the task instead? 

I will conclude this paper with my vision for Terra Australis.

Australians are moral, self-reliant, individual men and women defending individual rights and freedoms 
respecting all others, thus are–

• Life protagonists.

• Spiritually accomplished.

• Masters of intrinsic natural law. (ius naturale)

• Culturally vibrant and creatively powerful. 

• Protectively, the envy of all nations.
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For more information,  please visit naturallmatters.com and read the “2024 Report.” 
Seven videos from that website explore consciousness, plus about 30 information sheets explore natural law 
topics. See also my books on the website aotf.site 


